
From Kearstin Dischinger
Sent Thursday July 05 2018 521 PIVI

To Shaw Jeremy CPC Joe Kirchofer Joe_Ki rchofer avalon bay com Lesk Emily ECN
Subject RE ugly schedule for our discussion

Attachments Balboa-schedule-update_TO JSxIsx

Here's a slightly beautified version I trimmed some fat and hid some fat its not in the exact language we used today but

it covers the basics Thanks for making it all line up JS

And just to recap today's to do's because we are all on vacation brain mode

ON EP coordination schedule

JS to have internal conversations and determine which people should BRCP meet with to further our plea

BRCP to check in with ESA about overtime and compression points

BRCP to provide all info requested by end of week

JK to follow up with JRahaim when he returns from vacation

ON infrastructure

EL to schedule an August Kick off

BRCP to tell our team that the proposal is for as needed until December and then monthly and confirm that

works

BRCP to draft kick off agenda and asks based on prior projects

EL to provide infrastructure plan scope outline

On Designsssss

JS to provide planning's design comments target mid-August

JS to provide outline of DSGs to BRCP by

Schedule

Js to be the master merger of the madness

Generally we get things that need multi-agency review in by end of year

Generally collateral docs and etc follow

Generally things that ONLY need planning approval ie relating only to vertical issues comes in marchspring of

2019

On financial modelling

EL proposed a schedule with model done by XX inputs by YY and something else but I've already forgotten

EM I LY can you please update

Kearstin Dischinger I Project Manager and Policy Planner

BRIDGE Housing 1
4153213515

From Shaw Jeremy CPC mailto ieremyshaw sfgov org

Sent Thursday July 5 2018 414 PM
To Kearstin Dischinger Joe Kirchofer Joe Kirchofer avalonbay com

1



Joe Lesk Emily ECN
Subject RE ugly schedule for our discussion

Kearstin

Could you send over the excel version so I can easily consolidate our two timelines

Thanks

J

JEREMY SHAW
I

Senior Planner
I

SF PLANNING 1415 5759135

From Kearstin Dischinger mai Ito kc1isch i naer a bridclehousi nacom
Sent Thursday 3uly 05 2018 1055 AM
To 3oe Kirchofer Joe Ki rchofer aava Ion bay com Lesk Emily ECN Shaw 3eremy CPQ
Subject ugly schedule for our discussion

HI all

Please find attached an ugly schedule for our discussion Please note that this work of art is an aggregation of various

consultant schedules it is NOT our final or proposed schedule but rather a platform for our discussion

today Embedded in this schedule are a number of questions and deliverables that don't necessarily flow ideally We
look forward to our discussion

Emily can you print a few copies I'm not going to make it to the office before our meeting Thanks Kearstin

Kearstin Dischinger I Project Manager and Policy Planner

BRIDGE Housing 1
4153213515
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